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The Making of a Nook: A Tour of the 
Company’s Bristol Manufacturing

THE NOOK IS IN A CATEGORY ALL ITS OWN, WHICH IS A BLESSING AND A BIT 
OF A CURSE.

BY  ROB KIRKBRIDE

MAKERS
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Tucked away in a trading estate — we’d call it an industrial 
park — in Clevedon, U.K., just outside of Bristol, is the manufacturing hub of a prod-
uct that has captured the imagination of interior designers around the world, the 
Nook.

It is the home of PanelTech, the manufacturing partner of David O’Coimin, the 
designer behind Nook and the driving force behind the product that provides at least 
one answer to the question of how to provide a bit of respite in the explosion of open 
space offices.

The Nook is in a category all its own, which is a blessing and a bit of a curse. It 
doesn’t fit into the “phone booth” category that flooded the market in recent years. It 
isn’t designed to be a soundproof box for meetings, though it does create a space for 
concentration and collaboration.

Instead, Nook creates an oasis for office workers increasingly besieged by noise and 
distraction and becomes a quick meeting destination for workers who don’t want or 
need a formal conference room. And a visit to Nook’s manufacturing hub proves it is 
becoming much, much more. That’s because Nook was designed by David O’Coimin 
to be modular and flexible. The basic house-shaped frame of Nook is commonly 
filled with two bench seats with storage underneath, a work surface, a hub for power 
and data, acoustic cushions, a clip-on task light and a pendant lamp with a 3-D print-
ed shade.

But O’Coimin, two parts designer and one part mad scientist, can often be found 
in the loft space of PanelTech, his aforementioned manufacturing partner, tinker-
ing with the components that are easily bolted in and removed from that basic Nook 
structure. Could the interior be composed of a series of removable cubes to create a 
customizable lounge Nook? Could a flat screen be added to a wall to make a commu-
nication Nook?

O’Coimin, who is Irish, definitely has the gift of the gab, but he is also a keen lis-
tener when it comes to the marketplace. He is closely connected to customers, which 
include some of the largest companies in the world. Not bad for a company that was 
founded just a few years ago with a product that debuted to a few friends who were 
shown the Nook in O’Coimin’s home.

As a student, O’Coimin won a design contest that included a prize of his choice. He 
turned down free tuition for an option that allowed him to travel and study design. 
He met with iconic Braun designer Dieter Rams and Bang & Olufsen designer David 
Lewis. During his travels he was robbed of his money, credit cards and school notes 
at a youth hostel in Amsterdam. That led him to an Amsterdam design firm, where 
he would truly learn his craft.
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At the firm, he designed everything from an industrial bread slicing machine to 
the seal on a colostomy bag. He also learned about the problems inherent in making 
things remotely, which is why Nooks are still made in the U.K. and not some far-flung 
Asian factory.

He moved to the U.K. and began working with a company that designed computer 
“server rooms in a box.” That’s where he really began to embrace the concepts of 
modularity, how things are made and who makes it.

Like all great products, the Nook was born out of necessity. O’Coimin was frus-
trated (and inspired) by what was happening as companies shifted to the open office. 
Yes, these open spaces foster collaboration, but at what cost?

In 2015, he put pen to paper and designed the first Nook, later building the proto-
type that went into his home. He quit his day job in 2016 and began working on Nook 
full time, building the first 10 units for a web summit in Portugal. There, he found 
Nook could be used in other applications beyond the office. O’Coimin left the event 
with 50-60 requests from the organizers who wanted to rent Nooks for events. At a 
trade show, for example, they wanted to use them as spots where attendees or exhib-
itors could take a break, answer a phone call or meet with a customer.

So Nook was split into two divisions. One rents or leases Nooks, and the other sells 
directly to customers where they go into corporate offices, coworking centers, sci-
ence parks and universities. Customers already include Facebook, BP, Virgin and 
Adidas. And there is a “fleet” of Nooks available to rent around the world.

The Nook is mobile, so it can be moved and used to define a space or linked togeth-
er. It is also extremely easy to set up. O’Coimin said someone with no experience can 
take a Nook apart in 20 minutes and set it up in about 40. It is designed to be “IKEA-
esk,” but even easier. It can fit through most standard doorways, so often it doesn’t 
need to be broken down to move.

Nook was born. It is not a phone booth product, but not a meeting room either, 
though it shares some of the DNA and benefits of both. Instead it is more like a cov-
ered, mobile picnic table for work — a place where small teams can meet, an individ-
ual can find some privacy or someone can relax and have lunch or read a book. It is a 
product that works perfectly well to foster that collaboration everyone is after, but 
also works equally as an oasis for that little bit of privacy an equal number desire.

“I was deeply depressed by the state of the workplace,” O’Coimin said. “It was not 
human centric at all. I was in a relationship with an introvert and that made me ap-
preciate the ‘color’ of people. I would see so many workplaces, and they were hang-
ing on to this industrialization of the office.”

O’Coimin had to decide how to build the Nooks. Instead of trying to reinvent the 
wheel by creating his own factory, he turned to PanelTech, which has the experience 
and highly scalable manufacturing flexibility he needs. It was a win-win manufactur-
ing partnership. “They have a 25-person team, and they are growing with Nook,” he 
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said. “And this allows them to get away from project-based business a little.”
Nook is made in a small, state-of-the-art factory that uses the latest CNC machines 

to carve out the panels and simple fastener holes to make the products.
Nook is different from the phone booths that have made a splash in the industry, 

like those made by Framery, for example. O’Coimin is not opposed to these products, 
but Nook is open so people can still connect. It is not a physical barrier, but does 
provide a psychological barrier. It is also much more flexible than most phone booth 
products. It can be a breakfast bar in the morning, a concentration hub during the 
workday and a table for lunch.

“I love solutions that suggest what to do, but do not prescribe what to do,” he said.
The idea the user will guide the development of Nook is important to O’Coimin. 

Based on feedback, he is improving the electrical system in the product and looking 
at the idea of solar-powered Nooks. Qi charging is already available. He is also toying 
with the idea of adding lockable spaces under the seats.

Where will Nook go in the future? Wherever the design community takes it. BoF
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